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We present an updated analysis of the mass composition of cosmic rays in the energy range of
1016.8 to 1018.3 eV. It is based on measurements with the LOFAR telescope of the depth of shower
maximum, Xmax . We review the improvements to the simulation-based reconstruction setup, as
well as the selection method to obtain a minimally biased Xmax dataset. Results include estimates
of the mean and standard deviation of the Xmax distribution. A statistical analysis at distribution
level has been done as well, using a four-component model of light to heavy nuclei. It confirms
our previous results showing a significant low-mass fraction in this energy range.
The radio technique has advanced enough that multiple observatories are publishing results on
Xmax . As the array layouts and methods vary, it is interesting to compare the approaches, in light
of the observed differences in the Xmax results. We therefore show additional information on bias
tests used in the Xmax reconstruction and sample selection process.
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1. Introduction

2. Reconstruction of the shower maximum Xmax
We reconstruct Xmax for each measured shower using an ensemble of around 30 simulations
done with Corsika and CoREAS (v7.7100) [8, 9]. The radio footprint of each simulation is fitted to
the data, with an overall scale factor and a core position as free parameters. This gives a minimum in
fit χ2 as a function of Xmax , which is taken as our Xmax estimate. To ensure the simulated ensemble
spans the natural Xmax range, we take both proton and iron primaries, and use CONEX (v4.3700)
[10] to pre-select showers for their Xmax , from a set of 450 showers with a proton, and 150 with an
iron primary.
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Figure 1: Left: Pulse energy in an example of a measured shower (circles), and in the best-fitting simulated
shower (background colors). Middle: fit quality versus Xmax , where a parabolic fit determines the Xmax
estimate for this shower; points shown in magenta form a ‘lower envelope’ and contribute to this fit. Right:
a radial distribution of measured and simulated pulse energy.
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The LOFAR radio telescope [1] has been measuring radio signals from cosmic-ray air showers
since 2011, in the frequency range 30 to 80 MHz. Featuring nearly 300 usable antennas in a 320 m
diameter, it is at present still the most dense radio array used for cosmic-ray research. Measurements
of the radio pulse energy footprint at this high resolution allow for estimating Xmax per air shower to
about 20 g/cm2 [2], which is well suitable for mass composition analysis, as already demonstrated
in 2016 [3].
Recently, we have published an updated mass composition analysis [4]. Various improvements
to the previous analysis have lowered the systematic uncertainties on Xmax and on primary energy.
For Xmax , the most important improvements are the use of local atmospheric data for each air shower
[5], and a better detector description for the fiducial sample selection (bias tests, see Sect. 3). For
the primary energy, the main innovation has been the absolute calibration of the antennas and signal
chain [6], allowing to use the radio signals directly for the energy estimate [7], independent of the
particle detectors.
We report the main results on mean and standard deviation of Xmax , and an element-based mass
composition analysis, together with additional material on tests for bias in Xmax . Further details can
be found in [4].
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Figure 2: Left: Test for bias on reconstructed Xmax per shower. A running average is shown (green), as
well as an overall average (red) and median (yellow). Right: Left: the difference in the average Xmax versus
energy (see Sect. 4), when applying selection criteria based on only the particle bias test, only the radio bias
test, or neither.

An example of this fit reconstruction is shown in Fig. 1. It shows the best-fitting shower
(left panel) as well as the Xmax estimate from the set of reduced χ2 values from the ensemble. A
parabola is fitted to a region in Xmax around the best-fitting shower. To increase accuracy of this
fit, we simulate showers more densely in a region of ±20 g/cm2 around the Xmax estimate, and redo
the simulations if the new Xmax estimate falls outside this range.
On average, the precision of the Xmax estimate is 19 g/cm2 . Uncertainties in Xmax , primary
energy, and shower core position are estimated from a Monte Carlo setup, where we reconstruct each
simulated shower using the other showers in the ensemble. The precision in core reconstruction
ranges from below 1 to about 3 m for strong showers coming in near the center of the array. We set
a cutoff for the core precision of 7.5 m to reject showers with poor reconstructions. This value is a
trade-off between including more showers, and having a higher precision in Xmax and energy.
Systematic uncertainties amount to 7 g/cm2 on Xmax , arising from the choice of hadronic
interaction model in the simulations, remaining uncertainties in the atmospheric parameters, and a
bound on the (residual) bias on the average Xmax after sample selection. For the primary energy, the
systematic uncertainty amounts to 14 %, mainly from the absolute calibration of the antennas [7].
We have tested for a possible general bias in the reconstruction process, using the simulated
ensembles. For this we have used the dataset passing all criteria, taking all simulated showers
within the densely simulated Xmax range, to mimic the case of reconstructing real measurements.
The results are shown in Fig. 2 (left), where ‘Xmax bias’ is defined as the reconstructed minus
the real Xmax . On average, the bias amounts to −2.9 g/cm2 , with a median of −2.1 g/cm2 . This is
of the same magnitude as the uncertainty on the overall Xmax average, which is around 3.5 g/cm2 .
Also, it is in line with the contribution of 3.3 g/cm2 we added to the systematic uncertainties,
accounting for possible bias on hXmax i. The running average deviates for the lowest region in Xmax ,
below about 570 g/cm2 . However, the average is based on a rather small number of showers in this
region, hence it is as yet unclear if this signals an actual bias in this region. Should this bias be real,
its effect on the current dataset is small. For a larger dataset it is worth to revisit this.
3
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3. Sample selection
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For a mass composition analysis, we need to obtain a fiducial (unbiased) sample representing
the natural Xmax distribution. Bias arises from the triggering thresholds of the particle detectors
and the radio antennas. The number of particles reaching the detectors is larger for showers with a
maximum deep in the atmosphere, i.e. high Xmax and/or lower zenith angle. As a result, for showers
near the detection threshold there is a preference to detect high-Xmax showers, and miss showers
with lower Xmax . The detection threshold for the radio antennas is an opposite source of bias, as
low-Xmax showers spread their radio energy over a larger area, and are hence more easily detected
in multiple LOFAR stations.
To obtain a minimally biased sample, we test for each measured shower whether a shower with
the same parameters (energy, core position) would have been detected for any other natural Xmax
level, both in radio and in the particle detectors. The simulated ensemble provides the information
needed for this test. The radio signal strength from CoREAS is compared to the LOFAR noise level
in the measured shower, testing if it would trigger from an SNR criterion. The particle content from
Corsika is fed into a detector simulation using Geant4 [11], yielding the expected energy deposit in
each detector. From this, we test whether the particle array would trigger with high probability.
A setup like this is favored above a construction of a fiducial volume in parameter space, due to
the irregularity of the antenna layout at LOFAR, and given the modest size of the dataset. We have
opted for an ‘on/off’ approach where showers are either included or excluded; we do not attempt to
keep showers in by accounting for diminishing detection efficiency beyond the edges of the unbiased
volume. To further avoid dependence on uncertainties in the detector descriptions, the threshold
levels are set slightly more conservative than the best estimate, and small variations in threshold
levels do not significantly affect the results. Thus, uncertainties on e.g. the number of particles
at the detectors, stemming from the unknown primary particle and from the hadronic interaction
models, are also covered.
To see the effect of the fiducial selection, we show the following plots. From recalculating the
average Xmax versus energy with one or both bias tests disabled, it is seen in Fig. 2, right panel,
that the effects of the fiducial selection are generally at or below the 10 g/cm2 level. In Fig. 3,
we have plotted a quantity Ymax , which is Xmax corrected for generic energy dependence, i.e. the
elongation rate which we take as 57 g/cm2 . This value is a reasonable approximation from Corsika
simulations at constant composition; as the difference between average Xmax and Ymax is relatively
small, second-order effects from composition possibly varying with energy are negligible here.
Without the selection criteria, a deviation from the overall average is seen towards higher zenith
angle (higher 1 − cos θ), left panel of Fig. 3. The fourth bin is then significantly away from the
average, the fifth bin is inconclusive due to lack of data. This is mostly the result of disabling the
particle bias test. In the selected set, the fourth bin contains only 22 showers and is about 1.5 σ
above the baseline, which is inconclusive for residual bias. The highest two bins comprise 9 % of
the dataset, hence they have little influence on the average Xmax . In the right panel, the same is
shown for the set of rejected showers. Here, we see a clear positive trend with zenith angle. This is
expected, as for low zenith angles the bias is mainly downward (radio trigger), while at high zenith
angles it is generally upward (particle trigger).
A simple set of cross-checks is to split the sample into two bins, evaluating hXmax i for low
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Figure 3: Left: the average Ymax , which is an elongation-rate-corrected Xmax , as function of the cosine of
the zenith angle θ, with versus without fiducial selection criteria. Right: the same, showing only the rejected
events in the red squares.

versus high values of a quantity such as the zenith angle. From random permutations of the data,
one can assign a p value to the observed difference. We have done this test for zenith angle, shower
arrival date, air pressure at ground, and incoming celestial latitude. The resulting splits were within
one-sigma, i.e. consistent with zero, for all but air pressure. For air pressure, the result was p ≈ 0.06,
hence also not significant.

4. Results on Xmax and mass composition analysis
After the selection process, 334 showers remain in our dataset, out of 469 passing the criterion
on core reconstruction precision. Their primary energy ranges from 1016.8 to 1018.3 eV. We have
evaluated the average and standard deviation of Xmax , corresponding to the first two moments of the
Xmax distribution, in energy bins of width 0.25 in log10 (E/eV). They are plotted in Fig. 4, together
with results from other cosmic-ray observatories.
The new result agrees reasonably well with the previous LOFAR analysis; the difference in the
lowest-energy point is still statistically plausible, with p = 0.12 for seeing at least such a difference
(one-sided) in one out of three data points. Improved selection criteria and e.g. the improved
energy estimate could also play a role here. Agreement is also found with other observatories for
most energy bins; however, the difference with results from Pierre Auger Observatory is notable.
Systematic uncertainties have been lowered to about 7 g/cm2 in the present analysis, similar to the
8 to 10 g/cm2 for Auger in this range.
Thus, there is tension in the results. It is at present unclear what causes the apparent difference.
In principle, a true difference in mass composition between the northern and southern hemisphere
is conceivable and could explain the findings. However, conclusions into this direction would at
least require further detailed investigation into possible systematic differences, arising from the
(considerably different) methods used to arrive at each result.
We have done a four-element mass composition analysis based on all information in the dataset,
being energy and Xmax per shower, and their respective uncertainties. This is achieved by a maximum
5
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Figure 4: Left: Estimates for the mean Xmax versus primary energy. For comparison, results are shown from
Pierre Auger Observatory [12], HiRes/Mia [13], Yakutsk [14], Tunka [15], and TALE [16]. The colored
lines refer to the average Xmax for protons (green) and iron (red). Right: The same for the standard deviation
of Xmax , compared to Pierre Auger Observatory.
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Figure 5: Left: Mass composition results for a four-element model, for three hadronic interaction models.
Right: Contour plot for protons and helium, showing the allowed ranges within one-sigma, 95 % and 99 %
confidence level, respectively.

likelihood analysis without binning in energy, using for each shower the Xmax distributions at its
respective energy level and uncertainties. The mass composition thus found applies to the entire
dataset. This can be interpreted as a weighted average over the energy range, where the weight
factors can be taken e.g. as the number of events per bin in Fig. 4. The ’center of mass’ of the
dataset is at 17.39 ± 0.32 in log10 (E/eV). Ideally, one would do the analysis separately in energy
bins. However, due to the considerable overlap in the Xmax distributions per element, an N = 334
dataset is relatively modest, and further binning does not convey additional information [4].
We have used parametrizations of the Xmax distributions per element, as from [17] and [18].
Results are shown in Fig. 5 (left), for three hadronic interaction models. A significant light-mass
component is confirmed; would the proton fraction be considerably lower than the best fit, the helium
fraction would be much higher, as shown in the contour plot, Fig. 5 (right). The intermediate-mass
6
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5. Summary
We have presented an update of the analysis of the depth of shower maximum Xmax and the
mass composition of cosmic rays from LOFAR data, as well as a number of cross-checks not
published earlier. Results for the average Xmax as a function of energy are in agreement with the
earlier LOFAR analysis, as well as most other observatories except the Pierre Auger Observatory.
The difference with respect to the latter is outside the respective systematic uncertainty margins;
the origin of this tension is not yet understood.
The mass composition as inferred from a four-element model shows a significant light-mass
component, represented by protons and helium. At best fit, it amounts to about 40 % assuming
the QGSJetII-04 model for hadronic interactions, and about 25 % for Sibyll-2.3d which generally
yields the ‘heaviest’ composition. The fraction of intermediate-mass particles is dominant. Mass
composition results are in agreement with those from Auger, unlike the average Xmax , as uncertainty
margins are generally larger when aiming to distinguish elements in a four-component model.
From a variety of improvements to our analysis, systematic uncertainties have been lowered.
These include accounting for the atmospheric conditions at each shower, improved fiducial selection
criteria, and an absolute calibration of the antennas and signal chain. Systematic uncertainties
amount to 7 g/cm2 on Xmax (9 g/cm2 in the mass composition analysis), and 14 % on primary
energy.
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fraction, for which nitrogen is taken as a proxy in this model and comprising C, N, O, and perhaps
silicon, dominates.
When comparing results from the three hadronic interaction models, it is seen that within the
given uncertainties, the differences are minor. At best fit, EPOS-LHC tends towards more iron
(high-mass fraction), and Sibyll-2.3d tends towards more intermediate and higher-mass particles in
general, compared to QGSJetII-04. Comparing the results to those from Pierre Auger Observatory,
which are available in narrow energy bins, the results per element are in agreement within statistical
and systematic uncertainties. Finding agreement in mass composition but not in average Xmax is
ascribed to additional uncertainties in a four-component model, as the level to which neighboring
elements can be distinguished is limited (again due to the overlap in their natural Xmax distribution).
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